We study the aggregation of partial rankings and give a PTAS for Top-Agg, the problem of aggregating a collection of top-lists into a single full-ranking. When the input top-lists all have length less than some fixed constant, we provide an EPTAS. In terms of technical contributions, an important notion is the score of a candidate, namely, the number of times it has been selected by voters: low-score candidates can be sorted by score at the end of the output without deteriorating its quality by much. Another important observation is that an optimal output never differs too much from the sorted order, in the sense that in any optimal ranking, a candidate with score smaller than one fourth of the score of another candidate is ranked after that latter candidate.
Introduction
Rank aggregation. Social choice theory emerged in the XVIII th century with the works of Borda and Condorcet [Bor81, dC85] on voting schemes for elections when voters provide full-rankings of the candidates. Given Arrow's impossibility theorem [Arr51] according to which "the only voting method that is not flawed is dictatorship", Kemeny defined the rank aggregation problem, with the goal of finding an ordering that minimizes Kendall's tau distance [Kem59, Kem62, YL78] . Rank aggregation can be viewed as minimizing the average distance between an input distribution of votes and an output ranking of candidates. Kendall's tau distance between two full-rankings is the number of pairs of candidates that are ranked in reverse order in the two rankings. A weighted directed tournament can be associated to the set of input votes in a natural way, and then rank aggregation asks for a minimum feedback arc set in a directed graph [Sla61] . For more information on relevant aspects of Social Choice Theory, see in particular chapters 4 and 8 of [BCE + 16].
Top-lists. Although rank aggregation originally comes from sociology, it also has rich applications in bioinformatics [LWX17] and is ubiquitous in information retrieval [DKNS01] . A search engine aggregates information to answer users' requests with a ranked selection of web-pages. In such settings, a useful extension of the rank aggregation problem is to deal with incomplete data, where each voter does not provide a full-ranking but only an ordered selection of his preferred candidates (the remaining ones being implicitly tied at the end). Such votes are called top-lists (studied in [DKNS01, FKS03a, FKS03b , FKM + 04, FKM + 06]). In this work we study a problem where the goal is to aggregate top-lists votes into a full-ranking of the candidates, minimizing the average generalized Kendall's tau distance (when tied pairs of candidates in the input votes induce a zero cost in the output, as defined in [Ail07, Ail10] ).
Our results. In the top-k-lists aggregation problem (Top-k-Agg), there is a distribution of voters; given a set of candidates, each voter has a top-k-list: a list of k candidates ordered according to the voter's preferences, with the remaining candidates being implicitly tied at the end of the list. The output is a full-ranking of the candidates, and its cost is the average number of pairs of candidates that are ranked in reverse order in the output and in a vote from the input distribution. In the more general top-lists aggregation problem (Top-Agg), each voter has a top-list: instead of k being fixed, the voter orders candidates up to some arbitrary rank. In this paper we give an EPTAS for Top-k-Agg and a PTAS for Top-Agg. This solves an open problem from [Ail10] . 
fixed integer. Given as input an instance of Top-k-Agg (a set of candidates and a distribution over top-k-lists), there is an algorithm (Algorithm 1) that outputs a full-ranking whose cost is at most 1+ ε times the optimal.
The running time is O(n log n).
Theorem 4.2. (PTAS for
-Agg) Let ε > 0. Given as input an instance of Top-Agg (a set of candidates and a distribution over top-lists), there is a randomized algorithm (Algorithm 2) that outputs a full-ranking whose expected cost is at most 1 + ε times the optimal. The running time is O 1 ε · n 3 log n +n exp(exp(Õ( 1 ε ))), the algorithm can be derandomized with an additional cost of exp(log n exp(Õ(
Previous results. Most of the problems discussed above are computationally intractable: feedback arc set is NP-complete [Kar72] , even in weighted tournaments [Alo06, CTY07] ; aggregation problems are NP-complete when votes are full-rankings [BTT89, DKNS01] and even when votes are top-2-lists [Ail10] .
Because of those hardness results, the algorithmic community has focused on designing approximation algorithms. Experimental results for some algorithms discussed below can be found in [CW09, SZ09, AM12] . For the full-ranking aggregation problem, there are very simple 2-approximations [DKNS01] . In 2005, Ailon, Charikar and Newman gave a randomized 4/3-approximation [ACN05, ACN08] . In 2007, van Zuylen and Williamson derandomized this algorithm [vZW07] . Also in 2007, Mathieu and Schudy presented a PTAS [MS07, MS09] . For the problem of aggregation of top-lists, various optimization problems have been studied depending on the choice of distance [FKS03a, FKS03b, FKM + 04, FKM + 06], but none of them gives a result applicable to our setting; see Appendix A for further discussion. The problem of aggregation of top lists, for the distance which we consider, was defined in 2007 by Ailon [Ail07, Ail10] : he provided a randomized 3/2-approximation, later derandomized in [vZW07] . Ailon also considered the more general bucket-order problem, in which each voter gives a total order over groups of candidates that are tied. An important open question is to know whether a PTAS exists for bucket-order aggregation. Techniques.
Input votes Approximation ratio Hardness
Algorithms based on ranks. The simplest approximation algorithm for full-ranking aggregation simply outputs a ranking sampled at random from the input. Because Kendall's tau distance is a metric, the expected cost is at most twice the optimal cost. The algorithm was adapted to bucket orders in [Ail10] , see Appendix B, yielding a (quasi)-linear time 2-approximation algorithm in the setting of top-lists. Another 2-approximation algorithm [DKNS01] for full-rankings uses minimum cost perfect bipartite matching of candidates to ranks with costs computed from Spearman's footrule distance (that distance is a 2-approximation of Kendall's tau distance [DG77] ).
Algorithms based on feedback arc set. Rank aggregation reduces to feedback arc set in a weighted directed graph: define a complete directed graph where candidates are vertices, and the weight of the edge from Alice to Babette is defined as the proportion of voters who rank Alice strictly before Babette. If no voter ties Alice and Babette, then the weights of the two edges between Alice and Babette sum to 1, thus for full-rankings we have a weighted tournament. Moreover, edge weights satisfy the triangular inequality. In the full-rankings aggregation problem, the state of the art algorithm [MS09] uses the weighted tournament property and relies on existing approximation schemes (see [FK99, AFK02] for example) for the (easier) complementary maximum acyclic subgraph problem in the dense setting. In the bucket-order aggregation problem, the state of the art algorithms [vZW07, Ail10] use the triangular inequality property.
Our techniques. In this work we come back to the approach based on rankings. For top-k-list (section 3), the intuition starts from the following observation: the number of pairs of candidates ranked among the top k choices of a voter is negligible compared to all the other pairs, so their contribution to the cost is (usually) negligible. Ignoring those pairs leads to defining a simple score for each candidate, and then all the algorithm has to do is sort candidates by scores, followed by exhaustive search to improve the ordering of a small critical set of candidates. Our second algorithm (in section 4) uses another remark: if Alice has a score four times larger than Babette's, then any optimal solution ranks Alice before Babette. We combine this with ideas from [MS09] to obtain Theorem 4.2.
Definitions
Let [n] := {1, . . . , n} be the set of candidates. For example, if we have n = 8 candidates and k = 3 ranks with the gold, silver and bronze medals given to candidates 2, 5 and 1 respectively, we represent the corresponding top-3-list π as follows, with candidates listed by order of rank, and candidates with rank ∞ listed in arbitrary order: 
A pair i, j of candidates that are tied in one of the top-lists does not contribute to K(σ, π). Using the above representation, we can represent K(σ, π) as follows, where each candidate i is associated to a line connecting the position of i in the representation of π and of σ, and each crossing pair {i, j} that contributes towards K(σ, π) is marked by a small circle at the intersection of the two corresponding lines.
Figure 3: Representation of the generalized Kendall's tau distance between two top-lists. Here K(σ, π) = 4, and the four pairs that contribute to the cost are materialized by the four circles.
Definition 2.3 (Top-Agg and Top-k-Agg problems). The top-list aggregation problem Top-Agg takes as input an integer n and a distribution 2 p over top-lists, and outputs a full-ranking σ of the n candidates. The goal is to minimize the average value of the generalized Kendall's tau distance between σ and a top-list
When there exists a k such that every input top-list is a top-k-list, the problem is called Top-k-Agg.
Notation 2.4. Let (n, p) be an instance of Top-Agg. Recall that the probability p(E) of an event E ⊆ T n equals π∈E p(π). We also use the notation p(Prop. on π) := p({π ∈ T n | Prop. on π}).
Definition 2.5 (Score). Given an instance (n, p) of Top-Agg, the score of a candidate i ∈ [n] is the probability that i is a top element:
An efficient PTAS for top-k-list aggregation
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.1, which we now recall.
Theorem 3.1 (EPTAS for Top-k-Agg). Let k and ε > 0 be fixed. Algorithm 1 takes as input an instance (n, p) of Top-k-Agg and outputs a full-ranking whose cost is at most 1 + ε times the optimal. Algorithm 1 takes time O(n log n+m!·m 2 ) and space O(n+m 2 ), with m :
. σ ′ ← full-ranking obtained by sorting candidates by non-increasing scores.
Let us begin the analysis with a simple observation. Consider a full-ranking σ and let i = σ −1 (n). If an input top-k-list π ranks i among its top elements, then at least n − k pairs {i, j} are ranked in reverse order in π and in σ, so
. This observation can be generalized, leading to the statement of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.2. For any integer m and full-ranking
Proof. We write
Let π ∈ T k n be a vote and i ∈ [n] be a candidate such that π(i) ≤ k. We have:
Score(i).
2 For example a set of weighted top-lists. In an algorithm, we will not analyze the complexity of reading the input.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let m := ⌈(1 + 1 ε )(k − 1)⌉. Let σ denote the full-ranking obtained from σ ′ by reordering the first m candidates according to their relative order in the (unknown) optimal order σ * . The algorithm ensures that
By definition of cost,
Using the notation π i instead of π(i) for better readability, observe that
By definition of score,
Consider a pair of candidates (i, j) such that σ * i < σ * j and σ i > σ j . Letting S denote the set of candidates of rank greater than m in σ ′ , observe that σ can also be defined from σ * by doing a partial bubble sort, repeatedly swapping adjacent elements whenever their scores are out of order and at least one of the two is in S. Then candidates i and j have been swapped, hence their scores were previously out of order, hence Score(i) ≤ Score(j) and i ∈ S. Thus
Since the input consists of top-k-lists 3 , for all i ∈ S we have
Since S is also the set of n − m elements with the smallest scores, we have i∈S
Score(i).
Applying Lemma 3.2,
Recalling the definition of m we finally obtain
To achieve the claimed running time, we see that computing σ ′ takes time O(n log n). To compute σ out , we first precompute the values of p(π i < π j ) for all i, j such that σ ′ i ≤ m and σ ′ j ≤ m. Then we only need to keep track of the cost difference when changing the order of the top m elements as we scan the m! possible permutations.
We remark that the running time of Algorithm 1 is polynomial as long as k = O(log n/ log log n).
A PTAS for top-list aggregation
In the case when all input votes rank all n candidates, [MS07, MS09] show that there is a PTAS. In the "opposite" case when all input votes rank a small number k of candidates, the previous section shows that there is a PTAS. In this section we study the general case, in which each voter can rank arbitrarily many candidates, and that number may vary from voter to voter. In this section, we first state the Theorem from [MS09] rephrased to use our terminology; that result will be used as a black-box. Then we give an example of hard instances for Top-Agg, to try to build intuition. Finally, Theorem 4.2 is stated and analyzed. 
The running time 4 is O((log(
. The algorithm can be derandomized at the cost of adding nÕ (1/(εb) 12 ) to the running time.
Let us first see why sorting by scores does not solve our problem. Here is an input I for which sorting by scores is far from optimal. We have n equiprobable voters: voter number i ∈ [n] gives the ranking i, i − 1, . . . , 2, 1 then ties the remaining candidates {i + 1, i + 2, . . . , n}. Then, sorting by scores yields the order 1, 2, . . . , n and has cost (n 2 − 1)/6. On the other hand, the full-ranking m, m − 1, . . . , 2, 1, m + 1, m + 2, . . . , n has cost (n 2 − 1)/6 − m 2 n−m n ; for m = ⌊ 2n 3 ⌋, the cost is asymptotically (5/9) · (n 2 /6), so sorting by scores is worse than optimal by a factor 9/5 at least.
Following the ideas of the previous section, one might be tempted to try the following improved algorithm: compute scores; set aside all candidates with score greater than, roughly, 1/ log 1/6 n; run algorithm FASTer-Scheme in polynomial time to rank near-optimally the candidates set aside, and complete that into a full-ranking by ranking the remaining candidates by scores. Here is a simple counter-example for that algorithm: take input I, and modify it as follows: each voter of I has its probability multiplied by 1/ log(n), and there is a new, additional voter, that has probability 1 − 1/ log(n) and for whom every candidate is tied. On that modified input, the improved algorithm is still merely sorting by scores, and the output is still worse than optimal by a factor of at least 9/5. Example I and similar ones suggest that optimal solutions overall tend to roughly follow the sorted order, but not completely: candidates with similar scores are ranked using different criteria. This leads to Algorithm 2. At a high level, it partitions the candidates in intervals using scores, then ranks candidates within each interval using the approximation scheme from [MS09] .
Algorithm 2 PTAS for Top-Agg with parameter ε > 0 Input: instance (n, p) of Top-Agg
Step 1, construct a solution σ ′ with good properties: σ ′ ← α-approximation from Algorithm 3 Improve full-ranking σ ′ by local search: while possible, move a candidate to a different position if it decreases the cost Step 2, partition candidates into intervals: t 0 ← uniformly random integer between 1 and ⌈6α/ε⌉ for all i do r i ← maximum rank in σ ′ of a candidate whose score is > (1/4) t 0 +⌈6α/ε⌉i E i ← {candidates with rank in (r i−1 , r i ]}
Step 3, solve the problem in each interval: for all i do p i ← restriction of input top-lists to E i Reorder E i using FASTer-Scheme [MS09] on instance p i with error parameter ε/3. Concatenate the resulting ranking of E 0 , ranking of E 1 , ranking of E 2 , . . . Output resulting full-ranking.
Theorem 4.2 (PTAS for Top-Agg). For all fixed ε > 0, Algorithm 2 takes as input an instance (n, p) of Top-Agg and outputs a full-ranking whose expected cost is at most 1+ε times the optimal.
The running time is O 1 ε · n 3 log n + n exp(exp(Õ( 1 ε ))), the algorithm can be derandomized with an additional cost of exp(log n exp(Õ( 1 ε )). We note that Algorithm 3 is an α-approximation with α := 2, so throughout the proof the reader may substitute 2 for α.
Proof plan. The proof of this theorem is in three parts. A conflicting pair of candidates (see Definition 4.5) are candidates whose scores are widely different, yet such that the candidate with the lower score is ranked ahead of the candidate with the higher score. In subsection 4.1 (Corollary 4.7) we show that the local search of step 1 eliminates conflicting pairs from σ ′ . In subsection 4.2 (Lemma 4.10), we prove that there exists a ranking whose cost is near-optimal and that respects the partition (E i ), in the sense that all candidates of E i precede all candidates of E i+1 . In subsection 4.3 (Lemma 4.11), we prove that the optimal solution for interval E i is well approximated by algorithm from Theorem 4.1.
Local search eliminates conflicting pairs
Observe that if x and y are two adjacent candidates in a full-ranking, and if 2·Score(x) < Score(y), then swapping x and y decreases the cost of the ranking because p(π(x) < π(y)) < p(π(x) > π(y)). In this subsection we generalize this fact using the average score of adjacent blocks of consecutive candidates.
Definition 4.3 (Block swap). Let (n, p) be an instance of Top-Agg and let σ 1 be a full-ranking. Let 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n. Let X denote the set of candidates with ranks i + 1, i + 2, . . . , j in σ 1 , and Y denote the set of candidates with ranks j + 1, j + 2, . . . , k in σ 1 .
• A block-swap operation builds ranking σ 2 ∈ S n by swapping blocks X and Y in σ 1 : in σ 2 , the rank of every element of X is increased by |Y |, the rank of every element of Y is decreased by |X|, and the rank of all other elements is unchanged.
• A block swap is called valid if AvgScore(Y ) > 2 · AvgScore(X), where Proof. Let us compute the value of Cost(σ 2 ) − Cost(σ 1 ).
For all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , we have the following inequality.
We sum those inequalities over all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
Definition 4.5 (Conflicting pair). Let (n, p) be an instance of Top-Agg and let σ be a full-ranking. Two candidates x, y form a conflicting pair if σ(x) < σ(y) and 4 · Score(x) < Score(y).
Lemma 4.6 (Conflicting pair). Let (n, p) be an instance of Top-Agg, and let σ 1 ∈ S n be a fullranking. If (x, y) is a conflicting pair of candidates, then either moving x immediately after y or moving y immediately before x strictly decreases the cost of the ranking.
Proof. Let S be the set of candidates ranked between x and y. We define (X 1 , Y 1 ) := ({x} ∪ S, {y}) and (X 2 , Y 2 ) := ({x}, S ∪ {y}). If Score(y) > 2 · AvgScore(S) then (X 1 , Y 1 ) is a valid block swap operation. If AvgScore(S) > 2 · Score(x) then (X 2 , Y 2 ) is a valid block swap operation.
Corollary 4.7. The ranking σ ′ at the end of step 1 of Algorithm 2 has no conflicting pairs.
There is a nearly-optimal solution respecting the partition
Recall that t 0 is a random variable sampled in step 2 of Algorithm 2.
Definition 4.8 (Bucket). A bucket is an identifier in N ∪ {∞}. A threshold bucket is a bucket in
Let σ * be a full-ranking minimizing Cost(σ * ), and let σ ′ be the full-ranking defined at the end of step 1. The cost of σ ′ is at most α times the cost of σ * . Thanks to Lemma 4.6 and Corollary 4.7, both σ ′ and σ * have no conflicting pairs; therefore for all buckets i ≤ j − 2, candidates that belong to bucket i are ranked before candidates that belong to bucket j. Proof. Using the notations of Algorithm 2, let σ denote the ranking obtained from σ * by performing t-splits for all t in t 0 + ⌈ 6α ε ⌉N. Then we will prove that σ respects the partition (E i ) i and that
Since σ ′ has no conflicting pairs (Corollary 4.7), the t-splits can be performed in any order, and do not interfere with one another, so σ is well-defined. By construction σ respects the partition. For all t ∈ N let σ t denote the full-ranking obtained by performing a single t-split on σ * . We have:
We sum the costs of all t-splits for t in N and divide by ⌈ 6α ε ⌉ to compute the expected cost of σ.
Let t ∈ N be a bucket. If a pair (x, y) ∈ [n] 2 of candidates is ranked in reverse order in full-rankings σ t and σ * , then t = Bucket(x) or t = Bucket(y). In that case, x and y are ranked in the same order in σ t and in σ ′ . Because σ ′ is a α-approximation, we have:
Optimal over each interval of the partition can be well approximated
Note that all candidates of score 0 are ranked at the end, as they should be. Thanks to Lemma 4.10, it suffices to construct a near-optimal partition-respecting ranking. For each i, one needs to solve (near-optimally) the Top-Agg problem on instance p i to rank the candidates of E i .
Lemma 4.11. Instance p i satisfy condition from Theorem 4.1 with parameter
The critical observation here is that for all distinct x, y ∈ [n] we have max(Score(x), Score(y)) ≤ p(π(x) = π(y)) ≤ Score(x) + Score(y).
Therefore max
and min
Therefore, by definition of E i , Equation 1 holds with 1/b := 2 · 4
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The cost of the output is the cost induced by pairs of candidates from distinct intervals of the partition, plus the cost of each near-optimal solution on intervals. By Lemma 4.11 and Theorem 4.1, this is in expectation (over the randomness of FASTer-Scheme) at most (1 + ε/3) times the cost of the optimal solution respecting the partition.
By Lemma 4.10, this quantity is in expectation (over the randomness of t 0 ) at most (1 + ε/3) the cost of the optimal solution. Thus for all 0 < ε ≤ 3, the output is an expected (1 + ε/3) 2 ≤ (1 + ε) approximation of the optimal solution.
To derandomize Algorithm 2, in step 1 replace Algorithm 3 by any deterministic constant-factor approximation; in step 2 try all possible values of t 0 , and output the best of all rankings thus computed.
In Algorithm 2, iteration i of steps 2 and 3 is executed only if E i = ∅. For an improvement in the complexity required by those steps, see subsection 4.4. The running time is dominated by the calls to Algorithm FASTer-Scheme [MS09] . Taking into account the time complexity given in Theorem 4.1, the total cost of all those calls is at most O(n 3 log n(log(
.
Running time
For the full-ranking σ ′ built in step 1 of Algorithm 2, we do not need the full-strength of the local search. As we just need to eliminate conflicting pairs, a simple (quadratic) algorithm can extract an element y with maximal score and eliminate all conflicting pairs in which y belongs in linear time.
After this process, y and all elements ranked before cannot belong to a conflicting pair, so we can safely forget those elements and start over. We remark, as a side note, that it is possible to optimize this quadratic complexity and obtain a quasi-linear complexity for step 1 of the algorithm. Instead of eliminating all conflicting pairs, we just need to ensure that for all threshold bucket t ∈ t 0 + ⌈ 6α ε ⌉N, no candidate from buckets {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} can precede a candidate from buckets {t + 1, t + 2, . . . ∞}. We are going to draw inspiration from the quicksort algorithm: split σ ′ in two parts such that no conflicting pairs exists in between, and apply this algorithm recursively on each part.
• Let t ∈ t 0 + ⌈ 6α ε ⌉N a threshold bucket. Partition candidates in 3 sets according to their scores.
• Find "left-most negative" element x and "right-most positive" element y.
• Depending on the average score of candidates ranked between x and y, move either x or y. • Continue until no +/− conflicting pairs remain. Then split σ ′ so that all "positive" elements are in the "left" part and all "negative" elements in the "right" part. The whole split process can be implemented in O(n) time using two pointers on a doubly linked lists and precomputing the sum of all scores.
In Algorithm 2, we want to perform this operation for all threshold buckets t ∈ t 0 + ⌈ 6α ε ⌉N. As there are at most n non-empty buckets, the depth of the recursion tree is at most O(log n). At each level the complexity is linear, so the overall complexity is O(n log n).
A Past and present choices of definitions
Metrics between full-rankings have been extensively studied, see for example books [Ken55, Cri85, Dia88, Mar96] . The notion of bucket-order is also ubiquitous, in each of those references definitions have been proposed to handle partially ranked data. Using the vocabulary of elections, a bucketorder is a vote providing a total order over groups of tied candidates.
Rank aggregation has later been defined as an optimization problem [Kem62, YL78, BTT89, DKNS01] , where NP-hardness results and approximation algorithms are worth studying. To properly define rank aggregation as an optimization problem, we need at least three ingredients:
• What is the input (bucket-orders, top-lists, full-rankings)? Is the input weighted (probability distribution over rankings) or unweighted (multi-set of rankings)?
• What is the output (full-ranking, top-list, bucket-order)?
• What is the distance 5 (between the input and the output) to optimize?
In this paper we study the aggregation of top-lists. In order to simplify proofs and be as general as possible, we opted for a weighted version were the input is a probability distribution over top-lists.
Having an output with all elements tied in a single bucket is not very satisfactory. We are going to restrict the set of outputs to the set of full-rankings. We will not consider other choices which might exist (top-lists with a fixed number of elements, ...).
Defining the distance best suited to our needs is also a challenge. Kendall's tau distance between two full-rankings is the number of unordered pairs of candidates that are ranked in reverse order in the two full-rankings. It is also the number of swaps needed by the bubble-sort algorithm to transform one full-ranking into the other. Social choice theory studies the fairness of the underlying voting scheme. Kendall's tau function has the non-negligible advantage of producing a Condorcet method: if there is a Condorcet winner who can win all one-to-one elections against the other candidates, he will be ranked first in an optimal full-ranking that aggregates input full-ranking votes. In this appendix we only consider generalization of Kendall's tau function to bucket-orders.
Distance between top-k-lists. In [Cri85, FKS03a, FKS03b] they considered distances between top-k-lists with k a fixed constant, thus it is not practical in our setting where we need the distance between an input top-list and an output full-ranking.
given a full-ranking σ and a top-list π with top candidates in
, we compute Kendall's tau distance between the restrictions σ |D and π |D .
The problem of aggregating top-2-lists into a full-ranking minimizing the induced Kendall's tau distance is exactly the Feedback Arc Set problem on general directed weighted graphs. This problem is NP-hard to approximate within a factor 1.36 [DS05] and UG-hard 6 to approximate within any factor better than 2 [KR08] . The best approximation ratio is O(log n log log n) in [ENSS98] . 
They proved that all distances K (p) with 0 < p ≤ 1 are in the same equivalent class (those distances are within a constant factor), thus a constant factor approximation for the aggregation problem using one distance yields a constant factor approximation for the others.
Moreover, if 1/2 ≤ p ≤ 1 then K (p) satisfy the triangular inequality. Remark that if we allow p = 0, we obtain the distance from Definition 2.2. This distance is not strictly speaking a metric because it does not satisfy the triangular inequality and because a top-0-list (bucket-order with all the candidates tied in one bucket) is at a distance 0 from every other bucket-order.
For all 0 < p ≤ 1, there is a polynomial time approximation scheme for the aggregation of bucketorders into a full-ranking minimizing K (p) . Indeed we just need to apply PTAS from [MS09] with parameter b = p. However this does not work when p = 0.
Generalized Kendall's tau distance. In [Ail07, Ail10] and in this article, the aggregation of top-lists using distance K (0) is studied. The first question is why choosing p = 0 is interesting? There are plenty of other choices with p > 0, and for all those distances K (p) the aggregation problem already admits a polynomial time approximation scheme! Considering distance K (p) with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, we can imagine an instance where all voters decide to tie candidates Alice and Babette. Then any output full-ranking is required to rank either Alice before Babette or Babette before Alice. Thus the pair {Alice, Babette} will always induce a cost of p in the output full-ranking. For all ε > 0, a polynomial time approximation scheme needs to compute an output whose cost is at most (1 + ε) times the optimal. This task is much easier if we add a constant cost both to the output and to the optimal solution.
Having p = 0 is the most natural setting from the point of view of approximation algorithms. Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 imply similar results using distance K (p) with p > 0.
B Constant factor approximation for Top-Agg
In Algorithm 2 (PTAS for Top-Agg) we start by computing an α-approximation of the optimal solution. Previously, the best approximation ratio was 3/2 [vZW07, Ail10] . For completeness we give here a simpler randomized 2-approximation, based on algorithm RepeatChoice in [Ail10] .
Algorithm 3 A 2-approximation for Top-Agg Input: instance (n, p) of Top-Agg σ ← empty top-list; while distribution p has non-empty support do π ← top-list drawn from distribution p. Append to σ the candidates ranked by π and not by σ, ordered according to π Remove π from distribution p, and normalize. Append to σ the remaining candidates, in arbitrary order Output: full-ranking σ. Proof. For all distinct elements i, j ∈ [n] with non-zero score, the probability that σ(i) > σ(j) is E σ (1 σ(i)>σ(j) ) = p(π(i) > π(j)) p(π(i) = π(j))
We can now compute the expected cost of the output σ. The right-hand sum is a lower bound on the optimal cost because a solution σ * must either rank i before j or rank j before i for all distinct i, j ∈ [n]. We can derandomize the algorithm by choosing at each step the top-list π which minimizes the expected cost of the output (see [Ail10] ).
To analyze the complexity of Algorithm 3, one needs to be careful with the sampling of π. If we use a model where we can only sample random bits and if the support of p has size m, we need at least ⌈log m⌉ bits to sample a top-list. In the standard randomized real RAM model, sampling and removing a top-list from the distribution can be done in constant time [HMM93] .
